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ABSTRACT

Many states have already undertaken efforts to develop large-scale assessments aligned to the Next Generation 

Science Standards (NGSS) (NGSS Lead States, 2013) and other science standards inspired by A Framework for K-12 

Science. More than ever before, the validity and reliability of an assessment program depends on the extent to 

which alignment considerations are integrated throughout the design process. Alignment considerations should 

begin with the choice of the Performance Expectation (PE) bundle and phenomenon and continue throughout 

each stage of development. In this paper we will describe guiding questions, strategies, and considerations for 

each phase of item development to aid the item developer in achieving well-aligned, multidimensional items.

INTRODUCTION

Assessment items developed against prior science standards or frameworks had focused heavily or solely 

on science domain content. In some cases, a portion of item pools were dedicated to aspects of inquiry or 

to the nature of science, but each was typically treated as a distinct construct relative to the core ideas and 

understandings within a particular scientific domain (Pellegrino, 2016). As a result, item alignments under prior 

frameworks were often unidimensional. In contrast, the NGSS and other K–12 Framework-inspired standards 

require a more integrative approach to construct definition —one that interweaves science practices, disciplinary 

core ideas, and crosscutting concepts. Therefore, item alignments supporting new assessments measuring three-

dimensional science standards should be commensurately multidimensional, and each new assessment item 

must be carefully constructed to align with multiple dimensions of a particular PE or PEs. Given the complexity of 

multidimensional alignment claims, evaluation of such claims should be an integral component of each phase of 

assessment design and item development to ensure the validity of the final assessment. In addition, evidence to 

support alignment claims must be gathered throughout the process and carefully reviewed after completion and 

implementation of the assessment (Ruiz-Primo, DiBello, & Solano-Flores, 2014).

http://www.csai-online.org/
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DESIGNING FOR ALIGNMENT

In NGSS-driven assessment design, strong item alignments are both an end 

goal and a design tool. The “backward design” process (Wiggins et al., 1998), 

which has been advocated for NGSS-aligned instructional models, curriculum 

frameworks, and formative assessments (e.g., Bybee, 2015; NRC, 2014; Whitehouse, 

2014) with evidence based evaluations guiding the process, can also be applied 

to the development of NGSS-aligned large-scale assessment items. PEs and 

their associated foundation boxes provide learning outcomes, and thus serve as the logical starting point for 

a backward design model (Bybee, 2015). By beginning with the end in mind, alignment can be progressively 

strengthened throughout the development process.

Item Alignments
Using the model in the Assessment Framework (CCSSO, 2015), an NGSS-aligned assessment typically comprises two 

distinct, but highly complementary, approaches to measurement:

 1. Item clusters or other multi-item tasks, each of which aligns to a PE bundle (typically 2 or 3 PEs); and

 2. Standalone (or discrete) items, each of which aligns to a single PE.

Whether considering item clusters or standalone items, the assessment item continues to serve as the basic 

unit of alignment. Item clusters achieve full coverage of all the dimensions of each PE within a PE bundle by 

mapping each item within the cluster against 2 or 3 dimensions of one or more of the PEs. For information on the 

process of developing an NGSS-aligned item cluster, please see the companion paper “Design and Development 

of Multidimensional Science Item Clusters,” (CSAI, 2017a). For information on processes for maintaining quality 

while scaling up the development of item clusters, please see the companion paper “Quality Expectations and 

Development Considerations of Item Clusters Assessing Multidimensional Science Standards,” (CSAI, 2017b). 

Standalone items assess 

2 or 3 dimensions 

of a single PE, and 

are typically used to 

increase the breadth 

of PE coverage in an 

assessment. Figure 

1 shows a sample 

alignment plan for 

an assessment that 

includes 7 PEs. 

Beginning with 
the End in Mind

Figure 1:  Sample Assessment Alignment Plan
Sample Assessment Alignment Plan

PE Bundle 1 PE Bundle 2
PE1 PE1 PE2 PE2 PE1 PE3 PE4 PE3 PE4

PE5 PE6 PE7

SEP

DCI

CCC

http://www.csai-online.org/
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Alignment Mapping
With respect to item cluster development, the PE bundle and the phenomenon used to examine the bundle 

provide the foundation of an alignment-driven design process. Alignment considerations are critically important 

even at this early stage of development, in part because the selection of a particular phenomenon and its 

association to a PE bundle represents the first alignment-driven decision in a backward design model. The SAIC 

Assessment Framework contains strategies for selecting a PE bundle that can enable efficient, focused assessment 

through the use of a single phenomenon presented in a stimulus. For standalone items, the backward design 

process begins with a detailed unpacking of a single PE (Harris et al., 2016). 

Given the complexity and criticality of applying alignment considerations early on in the design process, 

assessment authors and practitioners may find it useful to leverage a specific set of guiding questions and 

principles. The following questions offer one such set of principles, in which each PE is examined through three 

complementary lenses. It is also worth noting that the three lenses described here can be applied in any order, but 

all three must be attended to in order to ensure strong alignment.

Table 1:  Questions to Guide Alignment-driven Design

Lens Overarching Question Clarifying Questions

SEP What does the PE language imply about 
how science and engineering practices 
(SEPs) should be used in conjunction 
with disciplinary core ideas (DCIs) and 
crosscutting concepts (CCCs) to explain the 
phenomenon?

 What does the language in the SEP dimension 
boxes, including the grade-band specific bullet, 
imply about evidence that could be used to 
determine student performance? 

 Does the test design permit expansion of 
assessable limits to additional components 
of the practice listed in the grade-band 
SEP progression in Appendix F of the NGSS 
(NGSS Lead States, 2013) (? If so, what is the 
complete list of SEP components that could 
be drawn upon to gather evidence of student 
performance that is in alignment with the PE 
bundle?

 What types of stimuli will students need to 
interact with to demonstrate the application of 
the SEP(s) in the context of the phenomenon 
(e.g., data, evidence, models, claims, 
simulations)?

http://www.csai-online.org/
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Lens Overarching Question Clarifying Questions

DCI What does the language of the PE imply 

about how DCIs should be used in 

conjunction with SEPs and CCCs to explain 

the phenomenon? 

 What does the language in the DCI dimension 
boxes imply about the knowledge that 
students are expected to demonstrate as a 
result of instruction?

 How do assessment boundaries, clarification 
statements, and DCI learning progressions in 
Appendix E of the NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 
2013)limit the scope of knowledge that 
students are expected to demonstrate in the 
relevant grade band?

 Given the core ideas students are expected to 
bring to the assessment, and limitations on the 
knowledge students can be expected to have, 
what information will need to be provided 
to students in the stimuli to fully explain the 
phenomenon?

 How can questions about the phenomenon 
be constructed to not only elicit evidence of 
student knowledge of the DCI(s), but also to 
ensure that students are able to apply their 
knowledge in a novel context?

http://www.csai-online.org/
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Lens Overarching Question Clarifying Questions

CCC What does the PE language imply about 

how the CCCs should be applied in 

conjunction with DCIs and SEPs to explain 

the phenomenon?

 Does the test design require explicit evidence 
of students’ ability to apply the crosscutting 
concept? If so, what does the language in the 
CCC dimension boxes imply about evidence 
that could be used to determine student CCC 
application? 

 Does the test design permit expansion of 
assessable limits to additional bullets from the 
grade-band CCC progression in Appendix G of 
the NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013)? If so, what 
is the complete set of aspects of the CCC that 
could be drawn upon to gather evidence of 
student CCC application that is in alignment 
with the PE bundle?

 How can stimuli and items be crafted to 
support students’ application of CCCs to 
explain the phenomenon?

Additional Considerations
If Evidence Statements are being used to support development, they can provide further insight into how the 

dimensions can be used in conjunction with one another in the examination of a phenomenon, as each Evidence 

Statement combines multiple dimensions. Evidence Statements can also help inform the types of evidence that 

can be elicited to evaluate student performance.

Choosing Phenomena and Stimuli – Data is Key
Alignment considerations applied during the first stage of analyzing PEs, selecting bundles, and choosing 

phenomena lead naturally to the next stage of development: crafting stimuli. Careful attention should be paid 

to the types of stimuli that allow students to use the SEPs to explain a phenomenon. Data, models, simulations, 

and other stimuli found in primary source materials may need to be modified and simplified for accessibility and 

grade-appropriate cognitive load. The importance of determining suitable data sources at this stage cannot be 

overemphasized (Addendum to the SAIC Assessment Framework, 2017). Without appropriate, accessible, relevant 

data, items are unlikely to achieve full alignment to most PEs. If sufficient data for a context cannot be found 

to craft stimuli aligned to the relevant PEs, a different context should be considered. More suitable contexts or 

phenomena may emerge from the process of searching for data. (A more detailed description of the process of 

item cluster development can be found in CSAI, 2017a.)

http://www.csai-online.org/
https://www.nextgenscience.org/evidence-statements
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Coverage Mapping – A Planning and Evaluation Tool
In developing an item cluster, the next stage of the alignment process involves creating an outline to determine 

how items will target the range of dimensions necessary to achieve the required alignment to all PEs in the bundle. 

The outline should draw on draft stimuli to achieve a coherent arc for the student, including internal scaffolding as 

necessary. Drafting a cluster map is helpful at this point for checking dimensional coverage and for keeping track of 

any changes that may occur as items are developed. Figure 2 shows a sample map for an item cluster aligned to a 

two-PE bundle. 

Figure 2:  Item Cluster Alignment MapItem Cluster Aligment Map

In item clusters, it is expected that some dimensions will be the same across PEs and 
some will be different.

Performance Expectation B

SEP 8LS4.A CCC 1

Performance Expectation A

SEP 3LS1.A CCC 7

Stimulus

Item
(SR or TEI)

Item
(SR or TEI)

Item
(SR or TEI)

Item
(SR or TEI)

3-D Item
(CR or TEI)

LSA1.A

SEP 3

LSA1.A

SEP 8

LSA1.A

CCC 7

SEP 3

CCC 7

LSA4.A

SEP 8

CCC 1

ITEM
CLUSTER

Image adapted from the SAIC Item Specifications Guidelines
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CONSIDERATIONS DURING ITEM WRITING

Historically, item development has been considered an early stage of the design process. However, in a backward design 

model, writing items represents a late-stage effort—one that must be undertaken mindfully and deliberately, based on 

careful planning.

Multidimensionality
Whether within an item cluster or functioning as a standalone, the test design of most states requires that each item have 

a demonstrable and defensible explicit alignment to at least two of the three dimensions (SEP, DCI, or CCC) specific to the 

PE. Each item must support a strong enough alignment claim to protect the validity of a final assessment. Unidimensional 

items are too disparate from the integrative philosophy of the NGSS to be useful as a measurement tool, and must 

therefore be avoided.

Once a stimulus is drafted and the targeted dimensions for an alignment are chosen (i.e., mapped), items must be crafted in 

such a fashion that they can only be answered using knowledge and/or skills from the multiple dimensions they are intended 

to measure. For example, if a question can be answered only by analyzing a graph, without any specific knowledge of the 

DCI or application of the CCC, the item will not be considered two-dimensional, even if the data in the graph are from a 

context relevant to the DCI or CCC. The item must require the student to bring knowledge of the DCI or application of the 

CCC in order to complete the analysis. It is all too easy to oversimplify a context or edit work away from a two-dimensional 

alignment. When drifting occurs, developers may find it useful to refer back to the coverage map and the list of guiding 

questions that they employed at the outset of the design process. Examining the item through each dimensional lens often 

reveals alignment challenges.

Multipart Items
Items, even when functioning as discrete standalones, may merit subdivision into more than one part. However, each part 

of a given item should still strive to combine dimensions into a cohesive cognitive task as intended by the multidimensional 

approach in the SAIC Assessment Framework. Parts of an item should not be used to test ideas and/or skills in isolation. 

However, multipart items may be useful for scaffolding, supporting a claim or other response with evidence-based selected-

responses (EBSRs), or elucidating an explicit connection to a crosscutting concept. Alignment judgments of multipart items 

should, however, be made on the composite of the item parts.

MEASURING MULTIDIMENSIONAL ALIGNMENT

Learning progressions, assessment boundaries, and Evidence Statements are all useful reference tools for the item developer 

to achieve the closest possible alignment to the targeted dimensions. Developers may also take guidance from tools that will 

http://www.csai-online.org/
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be used for post-hoc evaluations, including alignment rubrics, models, and/or item specifications. Tools should contain criteria 

for judging dimensional alignments based on the item’s ability to elicit student knowledge and/or skills required by multiple 

dimensions. Some tools elucidate these criteria in question form: if a student answers the item correctly, how confident is the 

reviewer in claiming that the student does indeed possess the knowledge and/or skills described in the relevant dimension 

boxes for the intended item alignment? Is it highly likely, likely, or impossible to tell? The lattermost evaluation indicates a lack 

of explicit alignment to the dimension in question. 

Developing alignment evaluation tools in parallel with items creates challenges. In these situations, wherever possible, 

clarity should be sought around assessable limits (e.g., whether related elements of a learning progression are permissible) 

and implicit vs. explicit alignments (particularly relevant to the treatment of crosscutting concepts) prior to beginning 

development. At minimum, a systematic process of adjustment of the alignment evaluation tools and subsequent 

implementation should be clearly articulated. Table 1: Questions to Guide Alignment-driven Design beginning on page 5 

can provide a useful starting point for clarification conversations.

CONTINUOUS EVALUATION AND CALIBRATION

Each step in the development process provides an opportunity to review and evaluate the alignment of an item. Near the 

conclusion of initial development, a content review committee provides a critical “fresh eyes” step in fine-tuning the alignment 

of standalone items and item clusters to the dimensions of the PEs. With adequate training and the support of appropriate 

rubrics and tools for evaluating alignment, a content review committee can significantly contribute to the multidimensional 

alignment of the final version of the items. An important component of the tools used to evaluate alignment is the flexibility to 

indicate judgments of an item’s degree of alignment to each dimension (e.g., full alignment to the SEP and partial alignment to 

the DCI). Each committee member’s alignment judgments provide a starting place for rich discussions about the items and for 

targeted feedback and suggestions that lead to more fully aligned, multidimensional items. 

The item development committees that come together after content review are typically prevented from making changes to 

items. Nevertheless, these committees have the advantage of item information that was not available to the earlier groups and 

can be called upon for an evaluation of item alignment. The rangefinding process allows alignment to be evaluated in light of 

evidence provided by student responses. These responses may reveal a weakness in alignment that was not apparent during 

content review. A final opportunity to judge item alignment prior to an item making its way into an operational item bank 

occurs at data review. Alignment issues discovered during rangefinding and data review should be used to inform choices 

made during the early stages of future development rounds. 

http://www.csai-online.org/
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CONCLUSION

The process of alignment-driven design described here incorporates a backward design process with evidence-based 

evaluations guiding many of the steps. Beginning with the end goal of alignment to multiple dimensions, as judged by the 

language of the PE, dimension boxes, and learning progressions, supports instruction and assessment in line with the holistic 

approach to multidimensionality elucidated in the K–12 Framework. Evaluating alignments using criteria based on whether 

student responses will provide evidence of alignments incorporates an evidence-based approach that further supports 

the holistic alignment philosophy. Outcomes of the evidence-based evaluations should be used as feedback for design 

steps as illustrated in Figure 3. In this manner, alignment for NGSS-based assessments can be approached as a continual 

improvement process. 

http://www.csai-online.org/
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Multidimensional NGSS-aligned Items

Selecting PEs, PE bundles, and phenomena 

Evaluating PE alignment requirements using 
Questions to Guide Alignment-driven Design

Selecting data-driven stimuli that facilitate 
students' use of knowledge and skills from 
the dimensions to examine the phenomenon

Developing an outline and item cluster 
alignment map for each item cluster

Item writing and editing, guided by tools 
for evaluating alignments 

Data Review: evaluating alignments based 
on statistical data for student groups

Content review: evaluating alignments based on tools 
using criteria of whether the item can be expected to 
elicit student responses that show evidence of 
knowledge/skills in intended dimensions

Range�nding and Rubric Validation: evaluating alignments based 
on evidence from individual student responses 
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Figure 3:  Designing for Alignment
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